The eleventh codicological unit of this manuscript (pp. 450-54a) contains a ninth-century glossary of biblical vocabulary written continuously in Latin and Old High German. The Old High German glosses have gained the most scholarly attention: they were printed twice in the nineteenth century; 2 and Rolf Bergmann and Stefanie Stricker provide an extensive discussion of them in their catalogue of Old High German and Old Saxon glosses, recording fifty-four Old High German glosses on the text (see fig. 1 , p. 454). 3 The verso of the final extant page of this glossary has, however, gone relatively unnoticed (see fig. 2 , p. 454a). About page 454a, Scherrer claims, "Die letzte Seite ist leer, ein paar Federproben ausgenommen" (The last page is blank, except for a few pen trials), 4 but this description overlooks the importance of the page, which reveals associations with the transmission of computus materials on the continent as well as an impulse to supplement Latin sources with attempts at Greek learning. St. Gall, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 1395, p. 454a
Photo: Stiftsbibliothek, St. Gall (By permission of the Stiftsbibliothek, St. Gall) Scherrer, following von Arx, describes the whole of unit eleven as consisting of three leaves, written on "dünnen glatten Pergaments" (thin smooth parchment), measuring 21 by 14-16 centimeters, with 24-27 unruled lines on each page.
5 Page 454a shows signs of wear in several places, and at least the left-hand side and bottom appear to have been trimmed. The most obvious damage is a tear through the middle of the leaf, approximately 11 centimeters in length, which has been stitched back together. In the top left-hand corner, the nineteenth-century page numbering reads "453 c, " although the recto of the same leaf and the following flyleaf are both numbered 454 (the latter is 454b in the modern foliation). Preceding the glossary (p. 449), von Arx lists the last three pages as "pag. 452.," "pag. 453.a, " and "p. 43.b.
[sic]"-but neither his general description (p. 449) nor his lists of words extracted from the Latin-German glossary (pp. Von Arx and Scherrer date the script of this fragment to the ninth century, 7 and Bergmann and Stricker agree, with the further detail that the script is a "karolingische Minuskel von einer Hand des 9. Jahrhunderts" (Carolingian minuscule in one hand of the ninth century).
8 Yet, despite these claims, the details of the handwriting on page 454a have not been examined. There are at least three scripts, al- though, because the page was used for scribal practice, it is difficult to know whether this is the work of one or up to three or more individual scribes. The first script (A), the largest in size and in the darkest ink on the page, is the same Caroline minuscule as that of the glossary on the preceding pages. Written in this script and running down the left side of the page is the main subject of this study, a list of numerals in their Greek and roman forms. 9 The list is incomplete, only extending through the Greek letter upsilon (V) and the corresponding Latin (CCCC); these last letters are slightly rubbed out on the bottom. The word inenarrabil (ineffable, though missing the final -is) is written in script A to the right of the delta (Δ) and IIII of the list. In a lighter form of this script, directly above inenarrabil, is written epissimon, with slight descenders on two tall s forms; the same word appears, in the normal aspect of the script, as epifimon on the right of the page opposite the digamma (∫) and VI of the 9. Hereafter, forms of Greek symbols given in parentheses generally correspond to their depictions on the page, often in roman letter forms, not necessarily their correct forms in the Greek alphabet. On the use of the Greek alphabet as numerals in the medieval West, see esp. Richard Lemay, "The Hispanic Origin of Our Present Numeral Forms," list. Finally, in the left-hand margin beside the koppa (Ч) and XC of the list is the annotation ÷ cophe.
The second script (B) is a more rounded minuscule with thinner strokes and a slight cursive aspect. Distinctive features are extended ascenders and descenders, with notable descenders on long r, tall s, and x; alternation between the capital G and minuscule g; and ascenders on d backsloping with slight curls to the right. In script B, an additional Greek beta (B) appears to the right of the list beta, and two Greek deltas (Δ) also appear next to the Greek alphabet, but out of their proper places: one between the roman numerals II and III and another beside the roman numeral III, accompanied by the correct corresponding roman numeral (IIII). In the center of the page-on the same three lines as the Greek letters epsilon (e), digamma (∫), and zeta (Z)-is written the beginning of a medieval prayer used for the Invention and Exaltation of the Cross: "O crux gloriosa o crux | adoranda o lignum preciosum | & admirabile signum p[er] quod. " 10 The phrase "O crux" is also written faintly in the same script in the left margin beside the digamma, with the word gloriosa scraped out beneath it beside the zeta.
The third script (C), written in the lightest ink on the page, is a rounded minuscule similar to the second script in its thin strokes and tendency toward a cursive aspect, but with less exaggerated descenders and distinctive curls to the right on the heads of s that connect with the bodies of the letters. Especially in contrast to script B is the lack of accentuated descenders on long r and tall s, although the descenders are notably minimal even on p, which is the only other visible descender in this script. Written in script C to the right of the added delta (beside the third line of the list) is the word inenarrabili, a variant on the word written large in script A beside the delta of the main list.
A number of additional stray words, partial words, and letters stand on their own, executed in the various scripts, although most are in script C. For example, a revealing contrast between the scripts is found in the left margin, where the s forms of both scripts B and C are written beside each other. Additionally, appearing in the upper middle section of the page are written de gra (probably for deo gratias) beside the alpha, and, further to the right (listed top to bottom) d, sum, rrr, and respicc.
11 Other samples also appear, but are largely illegible. All of these stray samples taken together do support Scherrer's claim that this page was used, at least partly, for scribal pen trials. Without more specific dating based on paleographic evidence, the chronological priority and provenance of these scripts is difficult to establish.
Surprisingly, it has not (to my knowledge) been observed that the Greco-Latin numerical list along the left-hand side of the page recreates part of a The three Latin words inenarrabil<is>, epifimon, and cophe are significant for the ways in which they reflect scribal attempts to understand and supplement Bede's list from other sources. These annotations, however, also reveal that these scribal practices primarily suggest Latinate literacy rather than accurate comprehension of the Greek. The scribe's annotation of the Greek delta as inenarrabil may be understood as an example of one appropriation of Greek letters into the Latin West. In his discussion of Greek alphabets in Western manuscripts, Walter Berschin observes that the use of delta (ΔΣ and ΔΜ) to signify the Latin deus is "an attempt to use the sacred splendour of Greek letters, enveloping God's name in an aura of even greater holiness. " 19 We need not search far for an explanation for the association between deus and inenarrabilis, since descriptions of God as invisible and ineffable are traditional and common in Christian theology and liturgy. 20 These associations may be traced at least as far back as Irenaeus, since, in the Latin translation of his Adversus haereses IV.20, 21 God is described as follows: " [ A few other examples suffice to demonstrate this tradition in the Latin West. The phrase deus inenarrabilis comprises the beginning of the early medieval prayer Deus inenarrabilis auctor mundi, composed before the last decades of the eighth century. This prayer appears in liturgies for royal coronation from around 800 onward, such as in the sacramentaries of Gellone (ca. 790-800) and Angoulême (ca. 800), and it was widespread throughout the Middle Ages. 23 The phrase also occurs in a prayer Deus iustitiae (often titled Oratio sancti Augustini), 24 "widely disseminated on the continent from the ninth century onwards," in prayerbooks. 25 The association between deus and inenarrabilis in the ninth century, then, was prevalent, and plausibly explains the annotation of the delta in this St. Gall fragment.
The significance of the words episimon and cophe becomes apparent when compared to Greek numerical signs. The word epifimon is a mistaken Latinate form of the Greek word episemon (ἐπίσημον), which signifies the digamma (also known as stigma) and the number six. 26 Because of the similar forms of f and s in early medieval minuscule scripts, the confusion is not difficult to conceive if this word had been copied from a source but not wholly comprehended by the scribe. 27 For example, as previously described, the scripts of page 454a depict at least three different s forms: 26. The earliest form of the digamma is the sign Ϝ or ϝ, which was transcribed in Latinate script as F or f; see Ó Cróinín, "Mo-Sinnu moccu Min," 290.
27. Cf. the forms f, ſ, and ∫.
script A, a long s with slight descenders; script B, a long s with exaggerated descenders and ascenders; and script C, a long s with curls on the heads to the right that connect to the letter bodies. Due to a similar evolution of transcription, cophe is a Latinate form of coppa, which signifies the Greek letter koppa (κόππα) used for the number ninety. This word is more directly indicated as a gloss explanation by use of the ÷, a common shorthand-especially by Insular scribes-often accompanied by a preceding i or id as an abbreviation for id est.
28
The Latinate glosses to the digamma and koppa in St. Gall 1395 significantly mark two of the three numerals that Bede singles out as peculiar-just as the scribe marks them as peculiar by annotating them-yet, in DTR, Bede himself does not provide the names of the Greek numerals in his table. Glosses on extant versions of this list, however, portray a preoccupation with these Greek symbols, and reveal widespread instances of mistaken Latinate forms. Besides the digamma and koppa, annotations also show an interest in the third additional Greek symbol, representative of the number 900, which is signified as ↑ and known as enacosse (ἐνακόσιοι). The major reason for preoccupations with these three signs is that they originally constituted part of the working Greek alphabet, but by the medieval period , 1990) , 168. It is probable that i or id once preceded this symbol but has been lost due to trimming of this page. About this sign, see Lindsay, Etymologiarum, I.xxi.5: "Lemniscus, id est, virgula inter geminos punctos iacens, opponitur in his locis, quae sacrae Scripturae interpretes eodem sensu, sed diversis sermonibus transtulerunt"; and Barney et al., Etymologies, 50-51: "The lemniscus, that is, a horizontal stroke between two points, is put next to those places that translators of Holy Writ have rendered with the same meaning but with different words." they had dropped out and were retained only as numerical indicators. 29 For commentators, they thus required explanation, and were often marked as nota numeri.
Other glosses on Greco-Latin lists provide parallels to those in St. Gall 1395, as well as several points of contact with the preceding examination. In the Laon-Metz gloss commentary on DTR, 30 the numerical table is heavily annotated with discussion about the differences between Latin and Greek, as well as the names of the symbols; and in the representative version of this gloss in Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz, MS 130 (Phillipps 1832; ca. 873, Laon), the name episimon is given for the digamma, and cosi is given for the koppa.
31 Dáibhí Ó Cróinín has observed interest in these Greek symbols in other manuscripts related to computus materials that lend some insight into the general trend. In an eighth-century Irish fragment in Würzburg, Universitätsbibliothek, MS M.p.th.f.61 (s.viii, Ireland) is a note that comments on these letters, explaining: "∫ . episinon .i. ui. ., Ч . cophe uel cosse., xc" ("∫ 'episinon' , that is six; Ч 'cophe' or 'cosse' , [that is] ninety"); 32 as Ó Cróinín observes about the Latinate forms, "the scribe clearly had difficulty understanding his exemplar. "
33 Comparably, the word cophe appears beside the symbol for koppa in an eleventh-century version of the numerical list in Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 309 (s.xi, Vendôme), fol. 61v. 34 For these spellings, Ó Cróinín offers the following explanation: "The confusion probably arose from the misreading of coppe, where the p's were of the Irish minuscule type (shaft with s-shaped head)." 35 An alternative explanation is that cosse arose due to a shift of transcription from ph (cophe) to f (coffe) and a subsequent scribal misreading of these forms as long s. 36 This development is further justified by the gloss in the Berlin manuscript, which contains a similar spelling. Berschin also notes the significance of "Greek numerical signs for 6, 90 and 900 … correctly integrated into the alphabet and marked with nota at the edge" in Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS 795 (ca. 800, Bavaria), fol. 19r, where the digamma is annotated as episinon, and the koppa as copin. given as cophin (with an added -e above the -in), 42 cophe, 43 cofe, 44 and kofe. 45 Further signaling the peculiarities of such numerals and lists, glosses for digamma and koppa are conspicuously absent in some of these lists of Greek symbols and their names; 46 while both digamma and koppa are often glossed as nota or nota numeri.
47
Kaczynski also notes the trend of "charts and tables reflecting a more independent interest in the alphabet, " many of which contain names for the Greek symbols. 48 Furthermore, the practical uses of such a table extend beyond computistical and numerical knowledge, such as facilitating accurate transcriptions of Greek materials foreign to scribes. 49 This point should not go unnoticed, since these numerical tables work as resources to teach the foundations not only of computistical calculations but also of connections between the two languages. 50 Extended study of Greek alphabetical and numerical lists in Western manuscripts would undoubtedly yield more results of this type, as would devoting more attention to Greek elements that would otherwise be dismissed.
Variations in Latinate spellings and forms of Greek symbols are also not uncommon in the broader range of medieval manuscripts. After all, even the most competent scribes who encountered Greek may not have known the language or alphabet; copying texts in this language thus presented special challenges, and some scribes could expect to imitate letter forms only in approximations. Instances in the manuscripts discussed above also reflect related tendencies of Latin transliteration in which the aural aspects of Greek were preserved rather than the letter forms. Furthermore, the process of recopying also admitted scribal transformations across manuscripts. 51 Yet these instances reflect an awareness of and striving toward appropriating widespread learning in the liberal arts. Indeed, contemporary glosses on DTR portray fresh Carolingian approaches to computi within educational reforms. 52 The ninth-century examples of Greco-Latin numerical tables and their annotations depict such scholarship, as scribes strove to transmit the learning of the past. Not coincidentally, in several of these manuscripts, the Greco-Latin tables are often depicted alongside various computus materials, even alongside DTR itself. 53 At the same time, these numerical lists-including the one in St. Gall 1395-also portray a wider learned tradition drawing on sources beyond Bede's own work.
A number of characteristics on this page also point to possible Insular affiliations. First, most specifically, paleographical abbreviations for est (÷) and per (with a cross-stroke through the descender) are particularly characteristic of Insular practices, and both are evident in Insular-influenced Continental scripts by the ninth century. 54. See Lindsay, Notae Latinae, 105-9 and 175-82; and Bischoff, 160 and 168.
churches. Charles W. Jones has demonstrated that computistical knowledge and skills were mediated to much of the West by Irish scribes, and many computus materials originate in Ireland or portray Irish influences. 55 There was, in fact, much intertextuality between Bede and Irish computistical traditions, as he drew on previous Irish computi for his work, as did later computists who also, in turn, drew on Bede. Furthermore, some of the manuscripts with analogous annotations to Greco-Latin lists also portray Insular influences, indicating a common milieu for this type of learning. Such possible associations are not surprising given the long-standing Irish traditions at St. Gall in the Middle Ages, and they may indeed have some bearing on the contents of page 454a. 56 Nonetheless, without further evidence, these observations remain tentative.
What may be gleaned from the preceding examination, then, is that page 454a of St. Gall 1395 fits into more general practices of textual transmissions and learned culture than has been previously acknowledged. The issues at hand are thus threefold: first, the transmission of Bede's table of Greco-Latin numerals; second, the situation of this page among widespread cultural contexts of computus traditions in the ninth century; and, third, the scribal impulse to incorporate and transmit Greek learning alongside such texts. All three of these issues point toward the complexity of interactions and the pervasiveness of scribal borrowings from an array of sources in medieval Europe. Even a single page like 454a does much to promote further confirmation that scholarship was not stale in the early Middle Ages. When considering what may be seemingly unimportant Federproben as those on page 454a, there is a need to avoid dismissing substantial evidence for medieval learning that sits at the foundations of scribal culture.
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